MUNICIPALITY BUDVA
Secretariat for economy and finance
Department for agriculture and water
SUBJECT: Request for acquiring water permit
Based on the Law on water (“Official Gazette RMNE” no. 27/07 and “Official Gazette
MNE” no. 32/11) and Rulebook on content of request and documentation needed for
issuance of water acts, means and conditions for necessary publication in the process
of defining of water conditions and content of water acts (“Official Gazette MNE” no.
7/08) water conditions for technical documentation are requested for following works
and structures:
Names of structures for which water permit is needed: _________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Following documentation is submitted with the request:
1. Water assent and proof of fulfillment of defined conditions – previous document issued by
this body
2. Modification and addendum to technical documentation for which water assent is issued,
in case there were such modification during construction period
3. Information on purpose, dynamic, quantity and means of water catchment, use and
discharge of water depending on the type of a structure (from a project)
4. Guidelines for monitoring of a structure, as well as guidelines for transfer, analysis and
interpretation of monitoring data (prepared by Investor)
5. Guidelines for use and operation of a structure (prepared by Investor)
6. Guidelines on maintenance of a structure (prepared by Investor)
7. Operational plans for daily operation and accidents (prepared by Investor)
8. Organizational scheme with basic responsibilities of employees, relevant to water
protection (prepared by Investor)
9. Attest on achieved level of energy efficiency of devices for purification of waste water,
issued by authorized person (device producer or controller)
10. Proof of payment of 5.00 € on g.a. 510-8176777-39
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________________________________
(name and surname of a natural person/name of a
legal person – fill in capital letters)

________________________________
(responsible person of a legal person*)

________________________________
(UIN/TIN)

________________________________
(address of residence/office address)

MP

________________________________
(contact telephone)
________________________________________
(e-mail address)

________________________________
(applicant’s signature)

*fill in if the applicant is a legal person
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